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EVENTS FIELD

Existing field and structure configuration.
Outfield can also accommodate carnival games and other activities.

New turf area to accept vendor tents for markets, a car show, etc., 
with convenient access to the parking lot.

BASEBALL DIAMOND

MARKET LAWN

NEW PARKING LOT

B

C

Accommodates basketball and tennis.
Can accommodate other games such as four square, hop-scotch, etc.

MULTI-SPORT COURTD

F

OPEN LAWNG

A

Accommodates Tuff Truck event, demolition derby,  horse and 
tractor pulls, etc.
Contained by temporary fencing that can be opened for vehicular 
access and trailer parking.

New and expanded parking lot configuration yields approx. 99 regular 
spaces, plus 3 accessible.
Emergency vehicle access and vehicular drop-off.
Vegetated median with signage creates a welcoming entrance and 
cooler environment.

NEW PLAZA & PAVILION BUILDINGE

A new pavilion building can feature a washroom, concession and 
attached covered seating to conveniently service sporting events 
and gatherings.

This large flexible turf space extends beyond the outfield of the 
baseball diamond.
To remain open for passive use, or a staging area for events and 
activities, such as car shows, cow shows, picnic tables, etc.

WALKING PATHH

Formal walking paths circulate throughout the site in a closed loop for 
increased educational opportunities  (interpretive signage).
Wide enough to accommodate one-way vehicle circulation and 
regulated by removable bollards to be accessed when needed during 
special events.

JR. SOCCER PITCHI

The junior soccer pitch can accommodate under 8-10 games. Planted 
trees provide shade to observers and teams on hot summer days.

NEW PEDESTRIAN BRIDGEJ

A new pedestrian bridge creates a safe link the adjacent pool and 
playground and frames the view of the neighbouring church and town.
Creates opportunity to connect to Harriston Greenway Trail.

Concept 4 - Staff Preferred
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Legend
This concept contains all site amenities in one 

convenient, central location. A new plaza and 

pavilion creates a focal feature as visitors enter 

the site, drawing them in. Carefully designed 

pathways circulate the site and carve out 

versatile spaces for a market lawn, sport court, 

Jr. soccer pitch, and open lawn . Additionally, a 

proposed bridge seamlessly connects to the local 

trail system and neighbouring park, expanding 

the usable space. These elements create a park 

that encourages gathering, community bonding, 

exploration and an abundance of excitement.


